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Clinical findings in the Chernobyl accident recovery workers evidence of a
manifestative organic damage to the CN5 reflected in progressive lesions at all
the brain levels : the cortex , the subcortex and the stem.
Retrospective analysis of the disease showed that a part of patients exhibited
clinical signs of an acute response to radiation injuries. In our opinion , these
signs were due to the brain membrane and the matter stimulation resulted in .
nausea , vomiting , headache , vertigo , blood pressure elevation , ataxia ,
drowsiness , fatlguability , emotional instability. The patients responded
inambiguously , this probably depending upon individual sensitivity to radiation ,
the dose received , the place and time of work in radiation area , premorbid
condition , etc.
Further development of the disease suggests the 3 phases of the brain damage
progression (A .R . Vinnitsky . 1993 ) : 1) acute response to radiation exposure ;
2) pseudorecovery ; 3) decompensation.
We have classified the acute radiation brain injuries as being mild , moderate
and severe. A mild brain response to radiation means moderate headaches ,
dizziness , drowsiness and other complaints that did not reduce the liquidators'
performance at the time of their being exposed to radiation. A moderate
response implicates the Increased complaints and more objective symptoms :
nausea , ataxia , abrupt blood pressure fluctuations , heartaches , emotional
instability as wall as local reactions such as coughing , dermatites. A severe
response implies headaches , numerous vomitings , loss of consciousness with
aggravated symptoms inherent in a moderate response. This group of patients
also reveal endocrinal disorders and hemogramic changes.
As seen from anamneses and medical records of 300 liquidators, a mild initial
response to radiation injury was found In 57% , moderate in 28,9 % and severe
in 14,1% of patients. Later on, ail of them developed encephalopathy which we
classified as being of the 1 - st , 2 - nd and 3 -rd degrees of severity. The
dynamics of the disease was studied In relationship with the severity of the brain
response to radiation injury.

Patients' dissimilarity , different manifestation of clinical symptoms as well as
diversified pathogenic links involved in the formation of patient's condition have
impelled us to use mathematical methods to assess the severity of postradiation
encephalopathy and prognosticate its development.
To assess patient's condition . wo used clinical and paraclinlcal methods of
investigation in order to determine the degree of endogenic Intoxication , the
Signs of autosensitization to neuroantibodiee . the direction of hemogram
deviations and homodysdrculatory disorders.
To make medical evaluation of a patient's condition more objective . we have
devised clinical and biochemical indices of the disease severity based on
probability estimations introduced by G.I. Marchuk , I.B. Pogozhev and S.M.
Zuyev. The results of information analysis were used to determine the sensitivity
of the Indices to alterations in parameters Indicating a patient's condition.
When modelling mathematically the metabolic disorders , the oxygen and carbon
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delivery disorders was created using the system of differential equations
supplemented with algebraic relations snowing the parameter interactions.The
feedback principle and control - on - perturbation method enabled the model for
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regulating the blood flow per minute to be built up. The disease severity indices
were assessed In the dynamlcs.The most informative signs were determined to
forecast the course of the disease and Identify the higher risk groups among the
postradtatlon encephalopathy patients. These signs included add -to - base ratio
. protein fractions ratio , mnestic impairment , response to primary radiation
exposure, etc.
We have found that in liquidators who had the symptoms of a mild primary brain
response to radiation , the pseudorecovery phase lasted for 1 . 5 - 2 years.
Further course of the disease ( decompensation ) was characterized by a
gradual increase of the brain damage clinical symptoms with insignificant
Involvement of other systems. 8 - 9 years after Uie accident the 1 -st degree of
encephalopathy which we classified as postradlation one, was revealed in 42.6%
of patients within this group . the 2 -nd degree in 41.7 % and the 3 -rd degree in
15,7%.
In patients with with a moderate brain response to radiation the disease was of
mocm progressive character. The phase of pseudorecovery lasted for about a
year. Progressive worsening of the patients' condition was seen 3 -4 years after
the accident: considerable gastro • intestinal, vascular and other disorders . In
the follow - up period . the symptoms of encaphaiopathy within this group of
patients ware found in the following percentage : 1 -st degree in 26.5% . 2 -nd in
45.5% and 3 -rd In 25%.
The most severe and progressive encephalopathy which Involved the signs of
other systemic damages was found in the patients with well - pronounced
primary brain response to radiation. In these patients the pseudorecovery phase
either lasted for several months or was absent at all. The phase of
decompensation was very short and involved the lesions at all the brain levels.
A few months after the radiation exposure the patients exhibited the symptoms
of hypothalamlc dysfunction and endocrinal disorders ( impotency , weight and
trophical changes , dyBmenofrea , thyroid dysfunction . etc. ) pointing to
dysadaptatlon 8 - 9 years after the accident 18% of the patients revealed the 1 -
st degree of postradlatton encephalopathy while the 2 -nd and 3 -rd degrees
were found In 54% and 28% . respectively.
The above data show that encephalopathy of the 3 -rd degree is more frequent
to develop In the liquidators with an acute primary brain response to radiation
injury. Similar dependence can be traced when evaluating metabolic and
autoimmune disorders revealed 8 - 9 years after the accident. Comparison of
dinical and biochemical indices points to the relationship between metabolic
disorders . add - to - base ratio , endogenlc Intoxication level and the severity of
radiation injury at the moment o( the accident.
Thus clinical and laboratory correlations evidence of the existence of a
complicated and poiyfactor mechanism responsible for the development and
progression of postradiation encaphaiopathy.
The above described mathematical model may be a helpful tool for giving
additional tests to postradiation encephalopathy patients for assessing their
condition.
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